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US design among the top
 at Paris Design Week

US premier interior decor brand KOKET will grace the floors 
of the 2014 Paris Maison & Objet show with its Exotic Decadence exhibition.

About KOKET
KOKET brings empowering style to a highly edited collection of furniture & soft goods while exuding a feeling of 
entitlement, exclusivity and prestige. Our innate desire to seduce and entice KOKET devotees is perfectly illustrated 
in the collections, Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence, composed of uncompromisingly unique statement 
pieces & luscious soft goods.
www.bykoket.com | press@bykoket.com  

It only seems fitting that Creative Director Janet Morais would name this year’s show - Exotic Decadence. Visitors of 
the exclusive high design pavilion Scenes d’ Interieur  will get lost in the moment with KOKET’s sultry black velvets, 
cream silks, exotic reptile skins, decadent furs, bronze venetians, black crystals and beautiful gold accents which will 
bring together a perfectly curated space.

Sleek black lacquered doors will welcome guests into a decadent space where sensuality will grace every piece. 
The menacing and memorizing serpents of the Mistress confidante will greet devotees at the door, but all design 
boundaries will be pushed with the unveiling of the Forbidden bed.  As a  fusion of art & design the head board 
consists  of a  meticulously hand carved, gold leafed couple embracing in a sensual union of body and lips & for the 
ultimate lux upgrade on bedding the Forbidden is custom done in true KOKET style black velvet.

KOKET is a US home decor brand with a daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the 
notoriously risqué ad campaigns all serving as an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission which is to create 
highly desirable empowering statement pieces.

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in in the Guilty Pleasures & Exotic 
Opulence Collections.  Composed of dramatic case goods, luscious upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; 
all of which mesmerize with their magical mineral medley, lux metallic, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock 
feathers all of which have become favorites to the hard to please & demanding international market.

As a prelude to KOKET, Design Conoisseur, Janet Morais launched DeMorais International, a product editing firm, 
where she tailored international luxury brands for the US market. DeMorais International 
www.demoraisinternational.com, holds under it’s umbrella the uber lux Boca do Lobo, Delightfull and Brabbu 
brands all of which have been specked by US top design firms. 

KOKET’s presence at the Paris Design week is not limited Maison & Objet’s Scenes d’ Interieurs pavilion, the Gem 
Lamp was selected to be a part of Vincent Gregoire’s for casting agency NellyRodi’s Beyond exhibition and the 
KOKET pieces will also be displaced thru out the uber exclusive COVET lounge, where VIP clients will be received in 
the most lavish of settings.
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